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oneclick AG cooperates with Insight
oneclick AG has gained a strong partner in Insight Austria for the sale of the Workspace
Provisioning and Streaming Platform in the DACH region (Germany, Austria,
Switzerland).
At the end of the year, oneclick AG entered a strategic partnership with Insight Austria to
drive sales of the Workspace Provisioning and Streaming Platform in German speaking
markets. Decision makers at Insight were particularly convinced by the possibility to make
their own on-premises environments available for mobile access with oneclick™ and to
access these environments using digital workspaces.
"First joint sales activities have already started and feedback has been very positive“,
explains Florian Bodner, founder and CIO of oneclick AG. "We will now work on integrating
the feedback into product development and tailor our solution further to customer and
market requirements.“
Characterised by technical developments, Insight is nowadays considered one of the
leading vendors of intelligent IT solutions, supporting companies worldwide with the
introduction of innovations and improvements of business performance. The
internationally active company employs a staff of more than 5,700 in 22 countries and
operates in more than 180 countries.
"Insight stands for innovative and simple solutions with a real added value for our
customers. In oneclick™ we have found a partner, who perfectly complements our
portfolio in the section Modern Workplace“, says Manuel Meskendahl, Manager Solution
Sales at Insight Austria.
With oneclick™, users access their existing on-premises environments using a flexible and
web-based platform. Therefore, mobile working becomes possible using any device at
any location and at any time. Thanks to the oneclick™ platform, existing infrastructures are
connected with the benefits of the cloud, without having to give up the company’s own
server.
You can find out more about the oneclick™ Workspace Provisioning and Streaming
Platform by visiting our website (https://oneclick-cloud.com). Please do not hesitate to
register for a free test account via our website.
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About Insight
Insight Austria, with its branch office in Vienna, has been operating successfully for more
than 10 years in the IT market and offers proven as well as tested IT solutions and services
from a single provider. From analysis to planning and procurement to implementation
and operation – we cover the complete service portfolio. We are, of course, DIN EN ISO
14001 and 9001 certified. Comprehensive manufacturing accreditation substantiate not
only our excellent partnerships with numerous top manufacturers, but also our expert
status in many ground-breaking technologies. Since the early 2000s, Insight is also wellknown as a pioneer in the hosting environment. Our broad offer of pay-per-use
programmes makes us one of the preferred resellers of our over 300, often international,
service providers. Discover more at at.insight.com
Media Contact:
Insight Technology Solutions GmbH, Doris Sallmutter, Marketing Manager
Telephone: +43 664 888 72100, Email: doris.sallmutter@insight.com
Contact Insight Office Austria:
Insight Technology Solutions GmbH, Am Europlatz 2 – Gebäude G, AT-1120 Wien
Telephone: +43 720 700 285, Email: service.at@insight.com

About oneclick AG
oneclick AG with headquarters in Zurich, Switzerland, and an innovation motor in Prien
am Chiemsee, Germany, is specialised in the development and operation of a Workspace
Provisioning and Streaming Platform. The goal of oneclick AG is to play a major role in
shaping and improving end user computing. oneclick AG was founded in 2015 and has 25
employees.
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